Two-Dimensional Ultrafast X-ray Imager for Inertial Confinement Fusion Diagnosis
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Abstract: A two-dimensional ultrafast X-ray imager (UXI) composed of a time-dilation device, an electron-beam imaging unit, a gated microchannel plate (MCP) framing tube, and a pulser was developed. The time-dilation device extends the time spread of the electron signal generated by the pulsed photocathode (PC), and the electron-beam imaging unit images the electron pulse from PC to MCP. Finally, the gated MCP framing tube samples the dilated electron pulse. The time resolution and image size of the UXI were measured with an X-ray generated by a terawatt laser targeting device. When a driving pulse with a 2 V/ps slope is applied to the PC, the measured time resolution is 21 ps, and the image size is 12 mm × 3.9 mm. Furthermore, the image size varies with the time resolution. The results show that as the time resolution improves, the image size decreases. The use of two opposite-transmission PC driving pulses could improve the image size. Moreover, the measured UXI spatial resolution is 5 lp/mm, and the spatial resolution will be worse with the increasing off-axis distance.
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1. Introduction

The gated MCP X-ray imager (GMXI) has two-dimensional spatial resolution and a high time resolution. It is a useful ultrafast diagnostic instrument for measuring hot spot nonuniformity or target implosion symmetry in inertial confinement fusion (ICF) experiments [1–5]. The measured results are critical for determining the hot spot pressure [6]. The imager uses gated MCP technology to achieve a time resolution of 35 to 100 ps [7,8]. When a sufficient voltage is applied to the MCP, it functions as a channel electron multiplier. In the GMXI, the MCP is driven by an ultrashort electric pulse. Therefore, photoelectrons converted from incident photons are sampled in ultrashort times, which results in a high time resolution. However, this imager is not fast enough to accurately measure ultrafast processes such as X-ray emission “hotspots”. For that hotspot, the distribution within 100 ps time is needed to be investigated, thus requiring time resolution better than 30 ps [9]. Therefore, a faster imager is required to detect these interactions. More recently, time-dilation technology was introduced into the GMXI. A dilation X-ray imager (DIXI) was successfully developed, and its time resolution was improved to 5 ps [4,10,11]. In the DIXI, the incident signal is first time dilated, and then the temporally magnified electron signal is sampled by a GMXI. Because the electron pulse arriving at the MCP has a much longer time duration than the incident signal, the DIXI time resolution is greatly improved. The DIXI dilates the electron signal by passing a driving pulse to the transmission PC. Therefore, a time-dependent electric field between the pulsed PC and the grounded anode mesh is achieved. The electrons emitted from the PC at different times can be accelerated with different electric fields. The earlier electrons travel faster than the later electrons.
Subsequently, the electrons enter the drift region, which is an area from the mesh to the MCP with a 50 cm axial length. The electron signal is gradually temporally magnified until it reaches the MCP [4].

In this paper, a UXI is presented, with measurements performed by a terawatt laser targeting device. The differences between our UXI and Hilsabeck’s DIXI include the electron imaging system and the time resolution measurement method. In the DIXI, the electron imaging system used to image electrons from the PC to the MCP consisted of four solenoid magnet coils without soft iron. Coils with large excitation currents are used to generate a 370 Gauss uniform axial magnetic field, which achieves a spatial resolution of approximately 510 µm for gold PCs with 3 image demagnifications [5]. However, the large excitation current may cause a large Joule heat. The pulsed excitation current could be used to reduce the Joule heat. A pulse with a duration of ~1–10 ms and a peak current of ~1 kA was successfully used to excite magnet coils by Engelhorn et al. [9]. In the UXI, two short magnetic lenses with soft iron frames were used to generate an axisymmetric nonuniform magnetic field. The electrons from the PC to the MCP are imaged with a 2:1 image ratio. A spatial resolution of 5 lp/mm for the UXI is achieved. Short magnetic lenses have been frequently applied in streak cameras and electron microscopes to improve the optical-electronic imaging quality or focusing ability [12–14]. The short magnetic lens is excited by a small current to achieve a high spatial resolution, which reduces the Joule heat. However, short magnetic lenses have a disadvantage: the spatial resolution uniformity. The spatial resolution worsens as the distance between the photoelectron emission point and the PC center increases. Four or more magnetic lenses with larger diameter will be formed in our next generation electron-beam imaging system to improve the PC edge spatial resolution. Another difference is the time resolution measurement method. In the DIXI, the time resolution was measured by a Mach–Zehnder interferometer. The interferometer output two laser pulses, one of which was passed through an aperture in the shape of a vertical arrow, and then generated a vertical arrow image. The other one produced a horizontal arrow image. The horizontal arrow was fixed, and its arrival time was set in the center of the DIXI gating time interval. The arrival time of the vertical arrow was varied by adjusting its optical path length. The temporal adjustment for the vertical arrow appeared is ~5 ps, which demonstrated that the DIXI had a 5-ps time resolution [4]. Here, the UXI time resolution was acquired by an X-ray single shot, and the frame size of such dilation imager was discussed.

2. UXI Description

The UXI is made up of a time-dilation device, an electron-beam imaging unit, a gated MCP framing tube, and a pulser, as shown in Figure 1. The time-dilation device has three PCs, an anode mesh, and a drift region. The transmission X-ray PCs were achieved by coating 80 nm Au on a 90-mm-diameter C8H8 film. Each PC has a width of 12 mm and a 10 mm gap to the neighboring PC. The PC driving pulse output from the pulser is first connected to the input side connector by a coaxial cable and then guided to the PC with a copper tapered microstrip line. The tapered microstrip line is also used on the output side to prevent the driving pulse from reflecting back to the PC. A thin piece of gold is utilized to connect the tapered microstrip line to the PC. A 10 lp/mm anode mesh with ground potential is mounted 1.8 mm from PC. In addition to the driving pulse, a high negative DC bias voltage is applied to the PC. Therefore, a time-dependent electric field from the mesh to the PC is achieved. Electrons produced at different times can obtain different energies, resulting in electron speed spread. A schematic diagram of the driving pulse transmission along the PC and a photograph of the PCs are shown in Figure 2. The driving pulse is a traveling wave from left to right across the PC, and each photoelectron emission point in the PC experiences a time-dependent voltage. For instance, the driving pulse voltage at point A in the PC is A1 at time t1 and A2 at time t2. When voltage A2 is larger than voltage A1, a decreasing electric field is obtained, and the electron that was emitted earlier has a
higher speed. The time length of the electron pulse is amplified as it travels in the 50 cm drift region.

![Diagram](image1.png)

**Figure 1.** (a) UXI schematic diagram; (b) UXI (as shown in the red box) mounted on the target chamber.

![Diagram](image2.png)

**Figure 2.** (a) Schematic diagram of the driving pulse transmission along the PC. (b) Photograph of the transmission PCs.

The electrons are spatially dispersed in the 50 cm drift region. To achieve a high spatial resolution, an electron-beam imaging unit is employed. The electrons are imaged from the PC to the MCP with a 2:1 image ratio by the imaging unit, which consists of 2 annular
magnetic lenses. Each magnetic lens consists of a 1320-turn copper coil and a soft iron frame. The axial length, inner diameter, and outer diameter of the lens are 100 mm, 160 mm, and 256 mm, respectively. In the inner circumference center, a circular slit with a 4 mm width is used for the magnetic field leaking from the soft iron to the drift region to image the electron pulse. The lenses are mounted in the drift region. The distance between the center of the first lens and the PC is 12.5 cm, while the distance between the center of the second lens and the MCP is 9 cm. The currents in the copper coils are 0.198 A and 0.31 A, resulting in an axially symmetric nonuniform magnetic field.

The magnified electron pulse is imaged in the MCP and sampled by the time-resolved gated MCP framing tube. The framing tube consists of an MCP, as well as a phosphor screen. The MCP has a diameter of 56 mm, a thickness of 0.5 mm, a channel diameter of 12 μm, and a bias angle of 6°. The MCP input surface formed by depositing a copper layer over a gold layer on three microstrip lines. The gold and copper films are also coated on the MCP output surface, which are successively deposited on the whole surface and connected to the ground. Each MCP microstrip line has an 8 mm width and a 3 mm gap with the adjacent line. The phosphor is applied with a +4 kV DC high voltage and placed 0.5 mm from the MCP. In general, the opening voltage at which the MCP produces the lowest amplification sufficient to generate the output charge is approximately 600 V, as below that voltage the incoming electrons are absorbed inside the pores. When a sufficient voltage greater than the opening voltage is applied to the MCP, the electrons entering the MCP channel are multiplied. At this time, the MCP is a channel electron multiplier. When the electric potential difference between the MCP input surface and MCP output surface is less than the opening voltage, the electrons entering the MCP channel are absorbed, and there is no signal output from the MCP. The MCP is usually only applied with a DC bias voltage that is less than the MCP opening voltage. Therefore, the MCP is turned off most of the time. While an ultrashort electric pulse drives MCP, the MCP total voltage is the sum of the time-dependent pulse voltage and the DC bias. The MCP turns on when the MCP total voltage is greater than the opening voltage. Because of the ultrashort duration of the electric pulse, the MCP turn-on time is ultrashort, which results in a high time resolution for the gated MCP framing tube. A schematic diagram of the ultrashort pulse transmission along the MCP is shown in Figure 3. An ultrashort pulse travels from one side of the MCP microstrip transmission line to the other, with each point on the MCP microstrip transmission line receiving a time varying voltage. For instance, point O on the MCP is applied with voltage O₁ at time t₁ and voltage O₂ at time t₂. The electrons arriving at point O will be gained when the MCP total voltage exceeds the opening voltage. When the magnified electron signal is synchronized with the ultrashort pulse, the electron signal is sampled and multiplied by the MCP. The electric field from the phosphor to the MCP accelerates the multiplied electrons, which then impact the phosphor and convert to fluorescence. A CCD is used to collect the fluorescence.

![Figure 3. Schematic diagram of the ultrashort pulse transmission along the MCP.](image-url)
The pulser generates both the PC driving pulse and the MCP ultrashort pulse, and it is made up of an avalanche transistor circuit and a diode shaper. First, avalanche transistor stacks are connected to a Marx bank circuit to produce six fast step pulses. Three of these pulses are used to excite the PCs, while the other three are separately shaped by an avalanche diode to produce three MCP ultrashort pulses [15]. The PC driving pulses have a slope of approximately 2 V/ps. In addition, the MCP ultrashort pulses are achieved with widths of 225 ps and amplitudes of $-1.8$ kV.

In the limit of a small accelerating gap between the PC and the anode mesh, neglecting the birth energy dispersion, the electron that enters the drift region at time $t_i$ will arrive at the MCP at the following time [4,10]:

$$t'_i = \frac{L}{\sqrt{2e\phi(t_i)/m}} + t_i \quad (1)$$

Here, $L$ is the drift length of 50 cm; $e$ and $m$ are the electron charge and mass, respectively; and $\phi(t) = -V_B - Gt$ is the potential difference between the PC and the anode mesh when the photoelectron is produced at time $t$, where $V_B$ is the $-3$ kV PC bias voltage and $G$ is the 2 V/ps PC driving pulse slope. The temporal magnified factor $M$ between two time steps is as follows:

$$M(t_{i+1}, t_i) = \frac{t'_{i+1} - t'_i}{t_{i+1} - t_i} = 1 + \frac{L}{\sqrt{2e/m}} \left( \frac{\phi(t_{i+1}) - \phi(t_i)}{t_{i+1} - t_i} \right)^{\frac{1}{2}} \approx 1 + \frac{L}{\sqrt{2e/m}} \left( \phi(t)^{\frac{1}{2}} \right)' \quad (2)$$

Then, the UXI time resolution can be given by [10]:

$$T \approx \frac{T_{MCP}}{M} \quad (3)$$

where $T_{MCP}$ is the gate width of the MCP framing tube.

As the driving pulse travels in the PC, the photoelectron emitted points along the PC have varying voltages. For instance, in addition to the negative high DC bias voltage, point A in the PC receives voltage $A_1$ and point B receives voltage $B_1$ at time $t_1$, as shown in Figure 2a. Voltage $B_1$ is larger than voltage $A_1$, which leads to a faster speed for photoelectrons emitted from A than from B. Therefore, the drift time from the mesh to the MCP for the photoelectrons from A is less than that of the photoelectrons from B. Because the MCP has a gate width of $T_{MCP}$, the drift time difference of the photoelectrons should be less than $T_{MCP}$ to ensure that the photoelectrons are received at the same time. Otherwise, one of the photoelectrons emitted from A and B will be gained, while the other will be absorbed. It is assumed that the PC driving pulse takes time $t$ to be transmitted from B to A, and the drift time difference between photoelectrons from A and B is:

$$Mt \leq T_{MCP} \quad (4)$$

$$t \leq \frac{T_{MCP}}{M} \quad (5)$$

$$t \leq T \quad (6)$$

Formula (6) shows that the maximum distance between points A and B is $vT$, which ensures that the photoelectrons emitted from A and B are imaged at the same time. Here, $v$ is the transmission speed of the driving pulse in the PC. That is, the frame size of the UXI image along the PC is:

$$S = vT \quad (7)$$
3. Measurement Results

The UXI measurements were performed by a terawatt laser targeting device, and the measurement setup is shown in Figure 4. The terawatt laser was produced by Amplitude Systemes Company. The laser system outputs two laser pulses with wavelengths of 390 and 780 nm and pulse widths of 100 fs. The 780 nm laser with an energy of 650 mJ is first reflected by mirrors M2 and M3 and then hits an iron planar target to generate X-rays. The UXI was placed outside the target chamber, and the PC was 71 cm from the iron target. There is no component between the iron target and the PC. Therefore, the X-rays can irradiate the unobstructed PC to generate photoelectrons. The 390 nm laser is reflected from a total reflector M1 to a positive-intrinsic-negative (PIN) diode, producing an electric signal that serves as a trigger signal for the pulser to produce the driving pulse in the PC and the ultrashort pulse in the MCP. To ensure that the X-rays were synchronized with the PC driving pulse, a DG535 was used as the delay circuit and was utilized to precisely adjust the trigger time. Then, the photoelectrons were accelerated by the varied electric field, resulting in an electron velocity dispersion that increases the time duration of the electron signal. Finally, the ultrashort pulse was timed to sample the magnified electron pulse in the MCP, and a gating image with time dilation was obtained.

![Figure 4. UXI performance measurement experimental device.](image)

A static image is obtained with a $-3 \, \text{kV}$ static DC bias for the PC and a $-700 \, \text{V}$ bias for the MCP, as shown in Figure 5a. The intensity distribution in Figure 5a is not uniform, which is because of the nonuniform spatial distribution of the X-rays due to the bad laser mode. A gating image with time dilation is shown in Figure 5b, when the PC is given a driving pulse in addition to the $-3 \, \text{kV}$ DC bias and the MCP is given an ultrashort pulse in addition to the $-500 \, \text{V}$ DC bias. To obtain X-ray information with different times, three coaxial cables with equal difference in length are used. The coaxial cable length is increased by a 10 mm step. Then, the three PC driving pulses reach the PCs at different times. The delay time between each pair of adjacent PC driving pulses is about 50 ps. In this experiment, the driving pulse on the middle transmission PC is synchronized with the X-ray pulse, while the other two PCs are unsynchronized. Therefore, a gating image is only obtained in the middle PC. The intensity versus the spatial distribution along the MCP from Figure 5b is shown in Figure 6a. The final results in Figure 6a are calibrated by the static results from Figure 5a. Because of the 2:1 image ratio, the PC area related to the gating image is doubled. The driving pulse travels left to right across the PC at a velocity of approximately $1.87 \times 10^8 \, \text{m/s}$. The intensity versus temporal distribution along the PC for the gating image was obtained from the PC driving pulse velocity and the gating image spatial distribution, as shown in Figure 6b. As analyzed in Formula (7), the time resolution can be obtained from the PC streak image. The full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the temporal distribution curve represents the time resolution [5,7,8]. In Figure 6b, the black solid line and the red line represent the experimental results and the Gaussian fitting, respectively. Figure 6b shows that the time resolution of the UXI is 21 ps.
The PC width determines the frame size perpendicular to the PC of 12 mm. The voltage pulse travels from right to left. At a certain time, the voltage at point C in the PC is equal to the voltage at point C1 in the first PC driving pulse plus the voltage at point C2 in the second PC driving pulse. It can be concluded from Figure 8 that the voltage at each point in the PC is consistent. Therefore, electrons emitted from different PC positions have the same drift times from the mesh to the MCP, and the UXI frame size is not limited by the time.

From Figures 5b and 6a, it can also be seen that the frame size of the UXI is 12 mm × 3.9 mm. The PC width determines the frame size perpendicular to the PC of 12 mm. The voltage spatial distribution of the driving pulse reduces the frame size along the PC to 3.9 mm. The voltage spatial distribution causes the electrons emitted from different positions along the PC to have varying drift times from the mesh to the MCP. Because of the time-resolved MCP, electrons with drift time differences less than the MCP gate width can be gained by the MCP to output the signal, while the remaining electrons are absorbed by the MCP. Therefore, the gating image with time dilation is a streak image, as shown in Figure 5b. In the ICF experiment, the object is first enlarged by the Kirkpatrick–Baez (KB) X-ray microscope or the pinhole array and then imaged in the PC [16]. The frame size is an important parameter that is closely related to the spatial resolution and the detectable object size [17]. A larger frame size allows for greater enlargement magnitudes, which improves the spatial resolution. While the enlargement magnitude is fixed, the detectable object size increases with the increasing frame size. Currently, each dimension of the frame size in frequently used X-ray imagers is 6–13 mm [17], and the 3.9 mm frame size along the PC is too small. The relationship between the theoretical UXI frame size along the PC and the time resolution is shown in Figure 7, with the frame size decreasing with improving time resolution.

To increase the UXI image size, two opposite-transmission driving pulses should be used to simultaneously excite the PC. Figure 8 shows the schematic diagram for this method. The first driving pulse travels from left to right across the PC, while the second pulse travels from right to left. At a certain time, the voltage at point C in the PC is equal to the voltage at point C1 in the first PC driving pulse plus the voltage at point C2 in the second PC driving pulse.
resolution, which allows for larger frame sizes. It should be noted that when the PC driving pulse was synchronized with the input optical signal, the PC driving pulse starting points $S_1$ and $S_2$ passed through the PC end points in their respective transmission directions.

![Graph showing the relationship between UXI frame size and UXI temporal resolution](image)

**Figure 7.** The relationship between the theoretical UXI frame size along the PC and the time resolution.

![Schematic diagram of two opposite-transmission driving pulses](image)

**Figure 8.** Schematic diagram of two opposite-transmission driving pulses used to simultaneously excite the PC to increase the UXI image size.

In addition to the time resolution and frame size, the spatial resolution is also an important performance index for the UXI. The spatial resolution is mainly dependent on the MCP framing tube and the electron-beam imaging unit [9]. The spatial resolution of the MCP framing tube is influenced by the microchannel diameter, the distance between two neighboring microchannel pores, the length from the MCP to phosphor screen, and the applied voltage for the phosphor screen. The spatial resolution of the electron-beam imaging unit is provided by the magnetic field produced by the pair of annular magnetic lenses. The UXI spatial resolution is characterized using a resolution mask, which is deposited directly on a quartz substrate, and then 25 nm thick gold is coated on the resolution mask. There are different groups of slits in the mask to determine the best spatial resolution. The resolution mask including several $3 \text{ mm} \times 3 \text{ mm}$ squares are formed by lots of regular slits, shown in Figure 9. The slits with 8 different spatial frequencies are achieved, which are 2, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30 and 35 lp/mm. The slits are parallel or perpendicular to the PC transmission line, and the slits in two neighboring squares are perpendicular to each other. On the quartz substrate, the spatial resolution mask with 2 to 35 lp/mm is deposited repetitively along the PC transmission line. The UV light irradiates the whole PC plane to excite the photoelectron image. When the PC is applied with $-3 \text{ kV}$, and the MCP is with $-700 \text{ V}$, the middle PC image with resolution mask is shown in Figure 10a. The enlarged views of the mask with 2 lp/mm and 5 lp/mm in the middle PC image are shown.
in Figure 10b. It can be seen that the mask is gradually obscured with increasing off-axis distance. The relationship between the contrast ratio of 5 lp/mm mask and off-axis distance is shown in Figure 10c. The contrast ratio is reduced while the off-axis distance is increased. That is to say, the spatial resolution is worse with the increasing off-axis distance. Figure 10c shows that when the PC sensitive area has a diameter within 30 mm, the contrast ratio of the 5 lp/mm mask is better than 11%, which satisfies the Rayleigh resolution criterion of a valley to peak ratio of 0.81. Therefore, the limiting spatial resolution of UXI is 5 lp/mm, and the corresponding PC sensitive area is 30 mm in diameter.

Figure 9. Schematic diagram of the spatial resolution mask.

Figure 10. (a) The middle PC image with resolution mask. (b) The enlarged views of the mask with 2 lp/mm and 5 lp/mm in the middle PC image. (c) The relationship between the contrast ratio of 5 lp/mm mask and off-axis distance.
4. Conclusions

A UXI with a 21-ps time resolution and 5-lp/mm spatial resolution was developed. The UXI improves the time resolution by sending a driving pulse through the PC to achieve a large time spread of the electron signal. However, the driving pulse leads to a voltage distribution along the PC, which results in electrons emitted from different PC positions having various drift times in the 50 cm drift region. Because of the time-resolved MCP, electrons with a drift time difference less than the MCP gate width can be gained by the MCP to output signal, while the remaining electrons are absorbed by the MCP and no signal is output. The UXI measurements were performed by a terawatt laser targeting device. When the PC receives both a driving pulse and a $-3$ kV DC bias and the MCP receives an ultrashort pulse and a $-500$ V DC bias, a PC streak image is achieved. Based on the PC streak temporal distribution curve, the time resolution and the frame size of the UXI are 21 ps and 12 mm × 3.9 mm, respectively. The voltage spatial distribution of the driving pulse along the PC causes the small frame size, and the frame size decreases with the improving time resolution. To increase the size of the UXI image, two opposite-transmission driving pulses should be used to excite the PC simultaneously.
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